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DUANE REDFORD • Author & Fly Fishing Guide
Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

Every big trout is boss man in his pool and he has a particular feeding-resting-observation station all his own.
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Dateline... December 2019
President's Drift

Frank Schettino • December 2019

Greetings DFC’ers,

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
• Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve,

restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing

approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment

• Promoting responsible
angling practices

CATCH US HERE:
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Web Site
www.desertflycasters.com
President
Frank Schettino
Vice President
Joe Staller
Secretary
Marie McClearn
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Valerie Staller
Programs
Mike Faulkinbury
Outings
Joe Staller
Membership
Brian Foss
Website
Bill Batchelor
News Letter Editor
Robert McKeon

It’s December and another year flew by. I hope you all had
a Happy Thanksgiving and stuffed yourselves with some
good eats. I want to wish all our trout bums, family and
friends a very Merry Christmas, a Happy Hanukkah may
you and your families experience the joy of the season,
may your stockings be overflowing with lots of goodies.
The 2020 outings list is done, you can find a copy of it in
this newsletter. The annual membership drive is going on.
Renew your dues or pay your initial dues and receive 1
ticket, if you’re a Lifetime member you will receive 2 tickets for a chance to win a Dave Weaver custom built fly rod
at the April meeting. (Dave Weaver, the Official Rod Builder of the Desert Fly Casters.) The Annual Banquet is fast approaching. This is our biggest fund raiser of the year. Mark
your calendar for Wednesday February 12, 2020 for a night
of great food, great friends, a few laughs and a great raffle.
Merry Christmas to all and to all tight lines,
Frank Schettino

Duane Redford... December 2019
Duane Redford, a professional fly fishing guide, spends
the majority of his days guiding on the South Platte River near Deckers, Colorado and on the Eagle River near
Minturn, Colorado. He began his fly fishing career fishing the Rocky Mountain West, and has been toting a fly
rod for better than four decades.
As a retired teacher and coach, Duane has a unique, systematic approach to the river that he has used as the basis
of his guiding for the last twelve years. This systematic
approach, derived from guiding countless days on highly
pressured, technical waters, has been refined over time,
and is easily understood.
Duane is a sought after national speaker, Master Nymph
Fly Rods Ambassador, consultant for Hookhead apparel,
signature tier for Montana Fly Company, and the author
of The Fly Fishers’ Playbook, a Systematic Approach to
Nymphing and Hidden in Plain View, Recognizing the
Obvious and Exploiting the Obscure in Fly Fishing.
When he’s not guiding, Duane spends his time teaching
fly fishing classes, blogging, tying, speaking, and writing. When he’s not teaching, writing or guiding, you’ll
find him on the river.

His latest presentation: The Perfect Drift, Easy As X,Y,Z
delves into the three dimensions involved within the perfect drift. Whether you’re pitching dry flies, nymphing,
tight-lining or dry-dropping, this presentation has something for you. It also covers, lively bugs in a dead drift,
the fly fishing formula, rod alignment, specialty casts
and mends, and the X, Y and Z dimension approach, plus
much more! Duane will have his books, The Fly Fisher’s
Playbook 2nd Edition and Hidden in Plain View, with
him at the presentation. Show cost is $20 for Hidden in
Plain View and $15 for The Playbook.

2020 Membership Drive is on!

It’s time to renew your annual membership. Support our club activities for the next year for only $35. Renew your dues or pay your initial
dues and receive 1 ticket, if you’re a Lifetime member you will receive 2
tickets for a chance to win a Dave Weaver custom built fly rod.
You can renew at the December meeting or by mail at Desert Fly Casters, PO Box 6404, Chandler, AZ 85246-6404. If you have any questions
catch me, Dave, at: 480-495-2983 or catch me at: dweaver16@cox.net.
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It is always an honor to participate in the Project Healing Waters fishing
days with the disabled Veterans who come up to Payson from the Valley
twice a year. I was privileged to help a Veteran on his first fly fishing
outing.

Fly FishingWhat A Wonderful
Pursuit
Jim Strogen
This spot
doesn't get a lot
of current flow
so it requires a
precise cast (a
slingshot cast)
to hit the spots
where a fish will
likely be looking
for a bug to fall
in the river.

Another
challenging
spot I like to
cast a fly on the
East Verde River.

There was a
trout under
the rock in the
shade. Best
approach was a
cast under the
log. That was
a much easier
cast to make
from all
of my practice
at casting under
dock corners
on Green
Valley Lake

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com

We started with a bit of knot tying as we rigged up a large bead head on the
dropper and a small zebra midge as the trailer with a modified surgeon’s knot
under an indicator. Once we got to the lake, we practiced roll casts and he was
quickly putting it on the drop-off and working the fly consistently.
Within ten minutes, he had his first fish on a fly rod - a chunky fifteen inch
rainbow! He finished the day with three crappies off the dock and had a great
day of fishing! It was a thrill for me to see his success, and see him get his first
taste of what I have always loved about fly fishing.
Ricardo shared as we left the dock to head for lunch provided by Payson Flycasters’ Club and Gila Trout Trout Unlimited that I had his head spinning with
all that he was thinking about.
That is what I love most about fly fishing. I am always focused and thinking,
whether I am on the stream or the lake.
It became clear to him that he needed to be aware of even a subtle breeze as
he fished. He quickly made the right decisions to cast normally, over his opposite shoulder, or to provide a little extra muscle in his cast as the wind dictated.
His focus on the indicator became laser sharp after he missed a couple trout
during the morning because he was late in his hook set. He learned the advantage of stripping in the line rather than reeling in the line, and was able to figure
out how to keep the right amount of pressure on the fish with the barbless hooks
we were using.
That is a tremendous amount of learning in a day! Fifty plus years of fly fishing later, I love that I continue to learn new things as I fish.
The last two trips to Woods Canyon and Willow Springs Lakes are a good example. Over the last three years of fishing for tiger trout at this time of year, I
thought that I had them pretty well figured out. The first time I fished for them
this year, they followed their predictable pattern and aggressively grabbed the
flies that I would normally offer them.
The last two times, they were not at all enthused about my fly selection,
and made me shift to a highly uncomfortable fly selection for me. They wanted
dry flies in size 16, 18 or less. My problem is that I am such a dedicated wet fly
fisherman, that I FREQUENTLY miss the hook set on a dry. I invariably pull it
away from the fish before the grab no matter how much self-talk I do as the fly
is sitting on the water.
I missed probably 75% of my takes, but still had a blast! It is really about
being attentive to what the fish are telling you they want, and delivering to the
best of your ability.
On Green Vally Lake, I practice what I call “scout-fishing”. Usually this is
because I am often fishing to know where to bring my grandkids, elementary
or middle school after school fly fishers for the greatest likelihood of success.
That means that I have confidence that the flies that I have on will attract a fish,
but I just need to find the zone or lake location. Once I do, I mentally mark that
down, and move on, so as not to exploit those fish prior to the kids getting their
shot at them.
Most often, I am targeting the drop-off or the shallows that are within the
casting range of the kids and has consistently produced the bulk of our fish over
the years. During these scouting trips, I am much less focused on the catching,
and instead enjoy the challenge of casting to a target - like a leaf, getting the
longest strip along the drop-off as possible, or slingshotting a cast under the
corner of the dock.
These are skills I don’t expect my young students to master, but I often offer it up to them as a challenge too. Practicing these skill on Green Valley Lake
makes the real life application on my favorite streams so much easier. I enjoy
the challenge of getting my fly between two hanging tree branches on Tonto
Creek, that without years of lake practice I might pass up.
I love the fact that after every cast with a fly rod I get to mentally evaluate
how that cast went. If it didn’t go as well as I wanted, I am motivated to improve
it on the very next cast.
A challenge that I am finally dabbling with after fifty years is trying to get
serious about casting effectively with my other hand. What fly fishing skill to
do you want to work on this year?
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December Salt River Outing
Saturday, December 7, 2019 • 8:30 AM

Location:

Meet at the Bluepoint Bridge parking area on the lower Salt River

Target Species:

We will be targeting Sonoran suckers, but there is also the chance of catching rainbow trout, largemouth
bass, carp and sunfish

Needed Gear:

Standard 3-6 weight fly rods, with a floating line. Strike indicators will be useful. Water should be shallow, so
you could get away with wet wading or hip boots, but feel free to bring your waders.

Flies:

The Sonoran suckers will take any small to medium size nymph (size 12-14), with Zug bugs and size 12 Simi
seal leeches being some of our favorites.

Other information:

Lunch will be provided, most likely burgers and dogs.

• You will need a Tonto Pass for this event.
Questions & Information • Catch Joe Staller at: joestaller@yahoo.com • (602) 568-9431

2020 DFC OUTINGS SCHEDULE

Joe
Staller

The Go-To Outings
Chairman Guy

joestaller@yahoo.com
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Fly-fishing is the most fun you can have standing up."
- Arnold Gingrich
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Forest Restoration in Arizona

It’s really a lot about the Water. Forest Restoration, that is. Obviously it
is to prevent catastrophic wildfires, but also it is to protect the watersheds
and the water resources. That’s actually the real purpose of the major National Forests in Arizona. To protect the watersheds, the streams, lakes and
riparian areas. The watersheds that provide our streams and lakes across the
Mogollon RIm and the White Mountains for fishing, and that are the primary
sources of water for the Phoenix metropolitan area. So it’s important.

DESERT FLY
CASTERS
CONSERVATION
CORNER
December 2019

Over the last month, the Payson Roundup and the White Mountains Independent Newspapers have featured a very comprehensive series of articles
by Peter Aleshire covering the 4FRI Rim Country Project DEIS, a variety of
Forest Restoration issues, and most recently the proposed Arizona Corporation Commission reconsideration of electricity generation from biomass.
Links to those articles are listed below by date, with permission from the
Payson Roundup. Please note especially the November 19 article on “Streams
in the Danger Zone”, and the last link regarding the request by Arizona Corporation Commissioner Lea Marquez Peterson that the ACC reconsider its
earlier decision not to support generation of electricity from Biomass. It’s
hoped this will be done at a December 10th or 11th ACC Open Meeting, but
it’s not certain yet. Commissioner Peterson is very well informed on this key
issue, and appears to be taking a very balanced approach, with good understanding of the natural resource issues.

October 29: Forest Service Offers Sweeping Plan to Save Forest

ht tps: //w w w.paysonroundup.com/news/forest _ management _wildfires/forest-service-offers-sweeping-plan-to-save-endangered-forest/
article_04b71030-9cb7-5433-8081-3506f90b4c5a.html

November 1: Restoration Crucial to Saving Rim Country Forests

https://www.paysonroundup.com/news/restoration-crucial-to-saving-forest/article_2848d259-3f20-52b7-9ec0-d2eec57c1f61.html

November 12: Coughing Up Your Lungs,
But Are Prescribed Burns Worse Than Wildfires?

https://www.paysonroundup.com/news/forest_management_wildfires/
smoke-has-a-serious-impact-on-human-health/article_7c738100-eaf3538d-bfd0-998b2aa4f61e.html

November 19: Streams in the Danger Zone

Joe Miller

https://www.paysonroundup.com/news/forest_management_wildfires/
streams-in-the - danger-zone/ar ticle_ 66d2a3d0 - ec fd-5a6f-bb95-a5f3fe4229d2.html

November 26: ACC) Commission Must Summon “Moral Courage to Act” Biomass. Originally Published in White Mountain Independent Nov 22.
https://www.wmicentral.com/news/latest_news/commissioner-pleads-forreconsideration-of-biomass-rule/article_1e921d64-82d6-5c28-bebf-de0f1dbe36fb.html

AZGFD Activities

Thanks to Curt Gill for his recent Update on the East Verde River stream Restoration Project. DFC President Frank presented a check for $1100.00 for
DFC’s support of that project at our November meeting.
And looking forward to the AZGF Commission Awards Banquet January 25,
where Jim Strogen will receive the Educator of the Year 2019 Award.

Need more Information? Catch Conservation Trout Bum Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com
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Hey fellow DFC’ers - we could use your help...
Our Annual Banquet will be held Wednesday, February 12, 2020
Knights of Columbus Hall • 644 E. Chandler Blvd. • Chandler, AZ

As you are probably aware, the annual banquet is our opportunity to raise money to support the ongoing operations of the Desert Fly Casters. The money brought in
by the raffle allows us to:

1)- Support Arizona Game and Fish to enhance Blue Ribbon streams (Lower Canyon Creek in the Tonto National Forest and Silver Creek near Show
Low) by providing funding and manpower.
2)- Provide funding to the White Mountains Lake Foundation—an organization focused on conservation and improving the fishing in Arizona’s White
Mountains.
3)- Support Casting for Recovery (a Women’s Breast Cancer survivor group) by providing “pond buddies” and funding.
4)- Support Project Healing Waters by providing disable veterans by funding outings, purchasing equipment and providing support volunteers.
5)- Conduct free classes for fly casting, fly tying and rod building.
6)- Provide free training and support for Boy Scouts Fly Fishing Merit badge.
7)- Yearly support at fishing expos and stores for education of fly fishing with emphasis on bringing new people into the sport.
8)- Yearly classes for fly casting, fly tying and rod building
9)- Monthly meetings with guest speakers
10)- ….and outings for our club members!
While there are still some very generous donations made by members of the fly fishing business community, in all honesty many companies that used to
donate have either stopped altogether or have reduced their contributions by a significant amount.
I’m hoping that you can help us close the gap. If you own a business, please consider donating some services or products. If you are good friends with a
business owner, please ask them to donate a service or a product. As an individual, perhaps you would consider donating a craft item, a wine basket, a box
of hand tied flies, that extra fishing vest you have never used etc. etc.

Please catch me, Frank Schettino, DFC Pres. at: sketno1026@hotmail.com for more information on how to donate or for our charitable
contribution letter (we are a 501. C3 corporation, so donations are tax deductible)

Conservation Corner.....Joe Miller
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Tackle Box for the Modern Fisherman: Rod, Reel, Drone

Anglers use the flying machines to drop bait where the big fish swim;
‘Lots of things could go wrong
PERTH, Australia—When fisherman Robbie Riches laments the ones that
got away, he means his $1,000 drones.
He belongs to a school of anglers who have swapped the seaside tranquility of surf fishing for the motorized whine of drone fishing. The flying
machines ferry baited fishing line from the angler’s reel far from shore
and then lower the hook to where the best tuna, mackerel and
snapper are said to lurk.
If all goes well, the drone releases the line, and the fisherman reels in the catch when a fish bites. If there is a problem,
a hooked fish can yank the drone into a costly crash landing.
“Lots of things could go wrong,” said Mr. Riches, a geologistturned-fisherman. “A bird could get tangled in the line or something, and then pull it into the water. That’s probably the worst
thing.”
Mr. Riches, 36 years old, has crashed three drones over the past
year or so for various reasons: a balky release mechanism, low
battery, bad luck. He has insurance but is out the deductible.
The risk is outweighed by a shot at bigger fish farther offshore.
Mr. Riches said he once bagged a 42-pound mackerel.
Other times, drones yield only trouble. Last week, Mr. Riches lost track
of how much line was left in his reel. When it reached the end, his fishing
rod bent forward, and he saw the drone falling into the water.
He pulled in the waterlogged drone and two small snappers.
“Once they’re in the drink, mate, they’re write-offs,” said Mr. Riches,
who runs a fishing-tour business called Perth Fishing Safaris. The impressive catches have drone-fishermen hooked, according to Frank King,
owner of the Elk Fish Robotics drone shop near Perth. It “really went bananas about six months ago,” he said. To keep up with demand, Mr. King
ordered several waterproof drones—the SplashDrone 3+, which sells in
the U.S. for anywhere from $1,200 to $2,300.
“People are posting on Facebook that they catch big fish,” he said, “and
people are like, ‘How have you done that off the beach?’ And then it turns
out they’re using drones.” Mark Derwin, a construction supervisor in
Perth, nearly lost a drone when the fishing line snagged on a friend’s finger. He managed to keep the drone out of the water and return it to shore.
“It’s not a relaxing time frame between dropping the bait and bringing it
back,” said Mr. Derwin, 34. “My heart is always in my mouth.”
During a flight over the shimmering blue waters of the South Pacific,
a flock of seabirds once surrounded his drone, said Jaiden Maclean, 29.
The birds batted the fishing line with their wings. “I was just like, ’Oh my
God, I can’t even move the drone,’ ” he said. “I was lucky I had enough
battery to stay there until they settled down a bit.” Mr. Maclean, a former
lobster diver in Australia, said he and a friend developed a release mechanism called a Sky Rigger. The contraption, made of marine-grade brass,

nylon and stainless steel, uses mechanical pressure, instead of batteries,
to release the fishing line, reducing the chance of the line getting stuck
and dragged down by a hooked fish.
In Florida, Josh Jorgensen, who produces YouTube fishing videos, began
using a Sky Rigger this year. Since then, he said, he hasn’t lost a drone
while fishing and planned to sell them online. Mr. Jorgensen, 29,
uses a video feed from his drone to spot fish. “I literally drop the
bait into the fish’s mouth,” he said. “It’s like a videogame.”
Drone fishing is legal as long as fishermen follow standard
flight rules, such as keeping the device in sight, according to Australia’s Civil Aviation Safety Authority. It also is legal in the U.S.,
as long as the drone is registered, and the pilot follows applicable
operating rules.
A video that went viral online—and showed a drone carrying
a person in a chair while fishing and drinking a beer—is under
investigation, the Australian regulator said. Australia is a hot
spot for drone fishing, but the sport has spread to the U.S. and
elsewhere. The Florida-based International Game Fish Association said it would certify a record catch that used a drone as long
as the fish was reeled in by hand.
“It was originally just people taking regular drones and customizing
them in their garage,” said Jack Vitek, the association’s marketing director. “Now you have specific products being made just for drone fishing. I
wish we had thought about this when I was a kid.”
Other anglers aren’t as welcoming. “I’m a purist,” said Greg Prowse, preferring the thrill of luring fish the old-fashioned way. He is president of
the New South Wales Rod Fishers’ Society, a fly-fishing club in Australia
that dates to 1904. On a drone-fishing tour last month, Mr. Riches’s four
customers caught more than half a dozen fish from a beach about 6 miles
west of downtown Perth.
The drone made about 15 to 20 flights over four hours. It made its beach
landings on an orange mat that looked like a small helipad.
One catch that day was a 3½-foot gummy shark, which is commonly
served in fish-and-chip shops. Between flights, Tracey Lawrence said the
first time she drone fished, it seemed risky to send such a pricey piece of
gear over water. Now, her only concern is that the drone drops bait into
a “big pile of fish,” said Ms. Lawrence, a 46-year-old administrative assistant. She planned to prepare a gummy shark she caught with panko
breadcrumbs.
Mr. Riches high-fived another customer reeling in his drone-assisted
catch.
“That’s 21st-century fishing!” he said.
Write to Mike Cherney at mike.cherney@wsj.com

Credit for article: Wall Street Journal • November 20, 2019
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Thanx to our Trout Bum friend, Jay Figley, for this neat photo!

